Facilitation Guide for Cannon Man & Toy Car
How can two different looking graphs represent the same relationship between variables?
(estimated time ~50 minutes for both Techtivities)
Students have many opportunities to use different types of representations to
show the same relationship between variables (e.g., graphs, tables, equations).
In these activities, students use different forms of the same type of
representation (two different looking graphs) to show the same relationship
between variables.

Students explore how each variable changes, then they sketch different graphs
to represent the same relationship between variables. Students might be
surprised that the sliders stay on the vertical and horizontal axes. When only
one variable is changing, a line is sufficient to represent that change.

Graphs can be more meaningful for students when they understand what
variables are measuring. To introduce the activities, ask students to show what
each variable is measuring. For example, students might have trouble
understanding that Cannon Man’s total distance traveled is greater than zero,
because Cannon Man ends up in the same place he started. Students can draw
diagrams or use manipulatives (such as string) to show how they could
measure Cannon Man’s total distance traveled.
Sometimes students only look at a graph’s appearance to determine if it
represents a relationship that is also a function. The phrase “____ as a function
of____” helps to emphasize that functions specify a relationship between two
different variables.

Reprinted from: https://teacher.desmos.com/curriculum/view/5b60949dd5e0c30f58408405

The Cannon Man and Toy Car use Teacher Desmos. If you are new to Teacher Desmos, start with the Techtivities User
Guide (on the last page) to set up your class code and prepare for the use of Techtivities.

All activities available at https://itscore.cu.studio/techtivities/

Facilitation Guide for Cannon Man
1.

Set Teacher Pacing
After students sketch their own graphs, they can see a computer
graph. To give students opportunities to reflect on their graphs,
set up teacher pacing. To begin, restrict students to Screens 1-5,
so students cannot rush through the activity. If students finish
their graphs early, tell them to share their graphs with other
students.

2.

Reasoning is more
important than
answer finding.

Use Graph Overlay
Show students an overlay of all of the graphs. From the teacher
dashboard, go to Screen 5. Select “Overlay” to show all of the
graphs. A sample overlay for Screen 5 is on the left. Next, ask
discussion questions to allow students to think about the
relationships and justify their reasoning. You may write questions on
the boar and tell students to discuss in small groups first. Then,
students can share in whole group. Here are some sample questions:
“What do you notice about the overlay?”
“What do you wonder when you see the overlay?”
“Describe what the single ‘dots’ on the graph represent?”

3.

Promote Student Reasoning
Now restrict students to Screens 1-11. When
students see the computer graph on Screen 6,
they may want to fix their graph. Tell students
not to erase the graph they drew first.
Encourage students to explain their thinking in
the box on Screen 7. Focus more on students’
reasoning than on their graph accuracy.

4.

Amplify student
voices.
Empower students
to reflect.

Allow Classroom Discourse
Once students have sketched a second graph, show another overlay. A
sample overlay for Screen 11 is below. Vary the discussion questions to
promote student talk. Below are more sample questions:
“What patterns do you notice?”
“Why do you think there is more uniformity present in this graph
versus the graph on Screen 5?”
“Does anyone want to change their graph after viewing the
class results? Why? How?”

5.

Debrief the Techtivity
After students discuss Screen 11, turn off teacher pacing, so students
can see all screens. On Screen 14, students respond to the following
question: Chris says this graph shows HEIGHT as a function of
DISTANCE. Do you agree? Why or why not?
Students will see other students’ responses in real time. From the
teacher dashboard, teachers can view the total number of students
in each response category. Before projecting responses, anonymize
student names. This can allow students to feel less anxious about
having their responses and explanation on display to the whole class.

Focus on what students
know.

Many students may choose to disagree with
Chris. They may use the Vertical Line Test as a
reason. Even though the graph in Screen 14 is
not typical, height is a function of distance,
because each value of distance corresponds to
exactly one value of height. Debrief the activity,
with a focus on students’ reasoning. Have
students turn and talk to a partner first, so they
can explain why they agree or disagree. Allow
students the opportunity to change their mind
if they are convinced to do so. While students
are talking, walk around the room and listen to
what students are saying.
If students change their minds, ask them what
convinced them to do so. Select a few students
to share their ideas with the whole group. Use
an asset-based approach to facilitate the
debrief. Highlight ideas from students,
focusing on what they know, notice and
wonder. Avoid focusing on who was “wrong”
and who was “right.” Explain how Chris’s
statement is different from the more typical
question, “Is this a function?” which typically
means “Is Y a function of X?” When
interpreting graphs, it is important to analyze
the variables on each axis.
6.

Quick Tip
Listen to students’ small group discussions.
Notice interesting observations or thoughtprovoking comments.
Ask students if they would be willing to share
with the whole group.

After the Techtivity
After the techtivity, give students an opportunity to reflect on their
work. This is a good time to solicit feedback about any further
questions the students may have. An exit ticket is a great way to
accomplish this.

What do you
think?
How do you feel?

Facilitation Guide for Toy Car
1.

Set Teacher Pacing
After students sketch their own graphs, they can see a
computer graph. To give students opportunities to reflect on
their graphs, set up teacher pacing. To begin, restrict students
to Screens 1-6, so students cannot rush through the activity. If
students finish their graphs early, tell them to share their
graphs with other students.

2.

How do students
“see” the toy car’s
distance from the
shrub?

Graph Overlay
Show students an overlay of all of the graphs. From the teacher dashboard,
go to Screen 6. Select “Overlay” to show all of the graphs. A sample overlay
for Screen 6 is on the left. Next, ask discussion questions to allow students
to think about the relationships and justify their reasoning. You may write
questions on the board, and tell students to discuss in small groups first.
Then, students can share in whole group. Here are some sample questions:
“What kinds of graphs do you see?”
“What is different about the starting place on the y-axis for each
graph? What could this mean for the toy car?”
“Would anyone like to adjust their graph after seeing this
overlay? How? Why?”

3.

Promote Student Reasoning
Now restrict students to Screens 1-12. When students see the computer
graph on Screen 7, they may want to fix their graph. Tell students not to
erase the graph they drew first. Encourage students to explain their
thinking in the box on Screen 8. Focus more on students’ reasoning than
on their graph accuracy.

4.

Use the Desmos
anonymize feature to
share and discuss student
work.

Allow Classroom Discourse
Once students have sketched a second graph, show another overlay, or have students look at a sample of
individual student graphs (see samples at left). Vary the discussion
questions to promote student talk. Below are some sample
questions:
“What patterns do you notice?”
“What do you wonder?”
“What are the similarities and differences between the
graphs of Ada Lovelace and James Maxwell?”

5.

Debrief the Activity
After students discuss Screen 12, turn off teacher
pacing, so students can see all screens. On Screen
14 students respond to the following question:
Did you expect the graph to look like this? Why /
why not?
Students will see other students’ responses in real
time. From the teacher dashboard, teachers can
view the total number of students in each
response category. Before projecting responses,
anonymize student names. This can allow students
to feel less anxious about having their responses
and explanation on display to the whole class.
Debrief the activity, with a focus on students’
reasoning. Have students turn and talk to a
partner. Here are some sample questions to guide
students’ work:
“What do you think Katie Bouman meant by, ‘we
swapped the axes from the previous grouping’?”
“Was there a response that helped inform or
clarify your thinking? What was it? How did it
help?”

6.

After the Techtivity
After the techtivity, give students an opportunity to reflect on their work. This is a good time to solicit feedback
about any further questions the students may have. An exit ticket is a great way to do this. Below are some
sample questions:

“What questions do you have about the toy car?”

Rather than “Is this
a function?”
Ask instead “Is y a
function of x?”

“What are the key ideas you gained from the Toy Car techtivity?”
“How do the Toy Car and Cannon Man help you to think about
function? What was your greatest ‘aha’ moment?”

1) Register for a Desmos Teacher Account
In order to use these activities, you will first need to register for a Desmos teacher account (if you have an
existing account you can just sign in through teacher Desmos). These accounts are free and allow you to
create classroom environments where your students can work on the activities in the same shared space. In
order to create a new account:
a) Go to teacher.desmos.com
b) Select the Create Account icon and fill in the required information

2) Access the Activities
Once you are registered and signed in to your teacher Desmos account you can find all of the Techtivities at
https://itscore.cu.studio/techtivities/english/. There are 7 techtivities provided on this landing page and
clicking on any of the activities will bring you to the associated activity in your teacher Desmos view.

3) Create your Class Code and Access the Teacher Guide
In order for your students to participate in the activity together, click the Create Class Code icon. This will
generate a 6-character code which will allow your students to access the activity in the same virtual classroom
environment. If you plan on using the activities with more than one class, we suggest creating multiple class
codes to keep them separate.
After creating your class code, you can explore the activity in more detail by looking through the student
preview and accessing the associated Teacher Guide. This guide provides a helpful checklist for best practices
facilitation of the activity along with instructions on how to use the Pacing and Pause features in Desmos.

4) Customize your Classroom Activity
Customizing your techtivity will allow you to set parameters to guide the student experience. In order to
customize the activity content, start by clicking on the 6-digit classroom code you generated earlier. This will
bring you to the activity landing page for your specific class. Once inside your classroom activity you can
utilize the following customization tools to your advantage.
a) Anonymize. This option allows you to anonymize each individual student by assigning them a
random mathematician pseudonym.
b) Pacing & Pause. The pacing and pause options allow for you to control the speed at which the class
goes through the activity. These options also allow you to create stopping spots to bring the class
together for whole class discussion on important topics.
c) Snapshots. This option allows for you to take screen captures of student work and sequence them
in an order beneficial to discussion.

5) Facilitation Start-Up
It is important that students are given previous notice about the activities so they can be prepared by bringing
in a laptop or tablet. Most activities also work well on a smartphone, but they are not optimized for all ios
systems. Students can also work in pairs to complete the activities if there is a device shortage. On activity
day students will need to do the following:
a) Go to student.desmos.com
b) Enter the 6-character classroom code
c) Either sign in with their Desmos account or continue on as a Guest
d) Enter their name or codename

